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The New 

ICTORIA 38 
This yacht will turn heads. A yacht with poise, character 

and presence, A true blue water voyager with real pedigree. 
She is a versatile cruising design that provides the ultimate 

sailing base for long distance voyagers - a modern high 

performance ocean cruiser wrapped in a traditional, 

aesthetically pleasing profile. Possessing a tall, powerful rig, 

low centre of gravity, state of the art Chuck Paine keel, and 

many features aimed at security and long term value - the 

Victoria 38 is the pride of British yacht building. 

’ VictoriA 800 

Length Overall 26ff, 0in. 7.9 metres 

The Victoria 800 offers a truly delightful combination 

of modern sea-going practicality and nostalgic 

character, Below, her 4 berth layout offers a private 

forward cabin, comfortable saloon, comprehensive 

galley and a separate head. Like all Victoria Yachts, the 

Victoria 800 is the unmistakable hallmark of a true, 

long range, blue water ocean cruising yacht. 
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Length Overall 378. Gin. 11.43 metres 

~VictToriA 34 
MASTER CABIN 
The new Victoria 34 Master Cabin a truly 

delightful combination of seakindliness and 

owner's luxury. She inspires confidence both 

under sail and power with a long keel 

providing excellent responsiveness and 
directional stability, | Length Overall 34M. 3in. 10.44 metres 

‘wesw FRANCES 34 
PILOT HOUSE 

A genuine pilot house yacht designed for serious cruising people. 

A versatile cruising design that retains all the delightful sailing 

characteristics of her sistership, the Victoria 34. 

The pilot house area has full internal steering and controls, a half 

Admiralty chart table and full size, comfortable sea berths. 

  

Y VicToRIA YACHTS 
Victoria Yachts Limited, Shore Road, Warsash, Hampshire $031 9FR, England. Fax: 01489 885340. http://www. marinedata.co.uk/victoria 

01489 885400 
The Victoria Range: VICTORIA 800 * VICTORIA 30 « VICTORIA 34 * VICTORIA 38. The Frances Range: FRANCES 26 * FRANCES 34 * FRANCES 38 

Contact VICTORIA BROKERAGE for used VICTORIA YACHTS * VICTORIA REPAIRS & SERVICE for TOTAL SUPPORT 
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. STOP PRESS ..... STOP PRESS ..... STOP PRESS ..... 

Victoria afloat again!!! 

Just before going to print with this issue of Waterlines, we received from 

Bob Hathaway a copy of a news release hot from the press. 

In brief, the moulds and design rights for the Victoria range of yachts have been 

bought by David Bartholomew, a long-standing admirer of the range. A new 

company, Victoria Yacht Sales will promote the full range of Victoria and Frances 

yachts and will continue development of the new Victoria 31 for launch in the 

autumn. 

Victoria. Yacht Sales will operate from Stone Pier Yard alongside 

Victoria Yacht Services, which will run a repair, refit and boatyard services open to 

all cruising yachts in the Solent area. Bob Hathaway will manage both 

organisations on a day to day basis and will continue to develop the range with 

Chuck Paine, 

The new company will honour all existing contracts and deposits placed for new 

Victoria yachts with the previous company. 

We are sure all owners will be pleased to hear that this period of uncertainty is over 

and wish the new company well for the future. 
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SOUNDINGS 

The Editors say...... 

lt had not been our intention to 

mark our assumption of editorship of 

Waterlines by ceasing production, 

however we very much regret that 

our pleas in the last issue for copy 

from members went largely 

unheeded. Promises of material, 

undoubtedly made with every good 

intention, have unfortunately not 

been fulfilled. 

We apologise sincerely to those 

who have contributed, however we 

did not consider it viable to produce 

an autumn edition containing only 

three articles. 

The future of Waterlines is in your 

hands. We do recognise that 

Waterlines is, for some members, the 

only contact they have with the 

Association, and, subject to our 

personal situation, we will be happy 

to cary on as editors. But, and it is 

Quality of reproduction 

We apologise to readers, whose last issue was 

printed poorly. It took the copy shop two 
attempts to achieve that standard and we 

didn’t want to delay publication further by 
trying to find another supplier. Apart from 
changing the copy shop, we will try a different 

production technique this time, and hope that 
the results will prove to be more acceptable. 

a big ‘but’, we do need your active 

assistance. To help us help you, we 

enclose a brief questionnaire which 

we ask you to complete and retum 

to us as soon as possible. 

As we have said before, it is YOUR 

news we need to go in YOUR 

newsletter. Please support the 

Association by a contribution, even if 

only a few words. If you have ideas 

but prefer not to write, we will be 

happy to ‘interview you and wite 

an article up for you. We ask for 

copy for the autumn issue by 30 

September 1999. Please note that 

we have moved - our revised 

contact details are shown below. 

Good sailing - let us hope that this 

season is better than the last one - 

and we hope to see you at some of 

the events 

Qe es O ws a 

  

  

Editors of Waterlines: 

Chris and Julia Wood 

G Brackens Way 
Lymington 
Hampshire 

$041 3TL 

Phoneffax 01590 689239 

e-mail jumblies@cwcom.net   
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STICKS AND STRING 

Chris Wood reports on a visit to Selden Masts .... 

The VSA South Coast Spring 1998 

meeting took place on Saturday 25 April 

at the premises of Selden Masts Limited, 

by kind invitation of the Managing 

Director, David Potter. Selden supply the 

spars for the current range of Victoria 

yachts and had recently purchased the 

assets of Proctor Masts. Their business 

operations have moved from Titchfield to 

the Proctor site close to Swanwick station. 

David opened the visit by explaining the 

history of the company including its recent 

metamorphosis from Kemp Masts to 

Seiden. We were treated to a moming of 

tours of the factory and demonstrations of 

some of the design wizardry involved in 

modem spar manufacture. Following a 

convivial lunch, provided as usual by the 

members, we had the pleasure of a talk 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY - 1999 

A reminder of this year’s events.... 

from John Passmore, the company's 

Technical Director, about rigs and their 

maintenance generally, accompanied by 

a selection of slides, some of worthy 

vessels known to members and some of 

other lesser marques. Fortunately the 

ones which caused most amusement or 

disbelief were of those other marques. 

Perhaps John was being polite? 

The whole event was hosted by staff from 

Selden, who very generously gave up a 

large part of their Saturday to entertain 

us. To them we offer our thanks for a 

fascinating day. | don’t suppose | shall 

ever be able to do braid-on-braid splices 

with the effortless skill of Malcolm, but | 

now know what good looks like! 

8/9 May Rally to Town Quay, Poole Harbour 

12/13 June Rally to Titchmarsh Marina 

3/4 July Rally to St Vaast 

18 September Boat Show time - dinner at Don Ciro, Hythe Marina 

2 October Rally to Bembridge 

14 November Annual General Meeting and lunch, London Corinthian S.C. 

The date of the Thames Rally is yet to be confirmed. 

Contact Olive on 01489 878768 for further details. 
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HOTWATCH THE HOTROD?? 

David Clementi shares his experiences at Cowes Week 1998...... 

Chuck Paine and Bob Hathaway always 

argued, during the design phase, that 

the Victoria 38 would be fast. She was 

based on the proven hull of the Moris 

38 and there was no doubt that she 

would be well balanced, light on the 

helm upwind and a pleasure for long- 

distance cruising. But would she be 

competitive in a regatta against other 

quick cruisers? The way to find out was 

to enter Hotwatch for Cowes Week and 

invite Bob to campaign the boat jointly 

with me. | would provide half the crew 

and Victoria would organise the other 

half. 

In the planning stages of Hotwatch, we 

decided to follow, in most respects, the 

specification of Jumbly Girl, the first 

Victoria 38 in the water, except that 

Hotwatch would be sloop rigged. She 

would have roller reefing on the jib, but 

this would be capable of easy 

disassembly, and she was to have two 

headsails for racing; a large 

overlapping genoa and a much smaller 

‘blade’ jib for upwind work in winds 

above 20 knots. 

| ordered a medium weight spinnaker 

suitable for most conditions. 

Subsequently Lisa Stevens of Victoria 

agreed a deal with Yashica under 

which, in retum for the Japanese 

camera maker using the boat for a 

picture shoot, Hotwatch would get a 

second spinnaker, larger and much 

lighter, and with a big logo. So we 

were now a ‘sponsored’ boat! 

The first racing test for the boat came in 

the Round the Island Race. Light winds 

made for a confused start, but we soon 

moved up on the class which had 

started ahead of us. Past the Needles 

lighthouse, the wind picked up and we 

had our first test of the blade, sheeted 

close in, and allowing us to point very 

high. As we beat down to St Catherine's 

Head, the wind continued to rise, 

making for a fast second half of the 

race, including a quick reach from 

Bembridge Ledge to the Forts. There 

then followed a spinnaker run to the 

finish at Cowes, with the boat touching 

9 knots and a bit of excitement in 

slowing the boat down once we had 

passed the committee boat! Our final 

rasult was 28” out of the 500 or so 

boats competing under the Island 

Sailing Club handicap, not to mention 

the much-coveted Victoria Cup! 

With the experience of the Round the 

Island Race under our belts, Bob and | 

finalised the crew for Cowes Week My 

son Tom and Bob himself would share 

the helming, Tom doing the starts and 

the upwind work, with Bob as tactician 

and downwind helmsman. Lisa would 

run the foredeck and Sam Boume of 

Victoria would be navigator. Friends 

(Fred, Justin and Daniel, plus Julia of 

Victoria substituting one day for an 

injured Lisa) formed the rest of the crew, 

so that we raced with eight 

Bob is considering getting a CHS class 

handicap for the Victoria 38 and on this 

basis the boat could compete in the 

CHS Class 4 division. But Class 4 is 

essentially for cruiser-racers and | 

preferred to enter the boat in Class 7, a 

class for cruising boats under the Island 

Sailing Club handicap. The fleet in this 

class numbered 20 and (with 2 

exceptions which should have been in 

the racing class) we found ourselves 
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competing with cruising boats such as 

the Dehler 37, Oyster 37, Feeling 416, 

First 35 and Maxi 38. 

For Class 7 boats, Cowes Week consists 

of 8 races, run on consecutive days, with 

each race scheduled to last between 3 

and 4 hours. Race 1 would have gone 

better had we known where the start 

line really was! Downwind and 

downtide of the line, we were late to 

start although we then moved up 

steadily through the fleet to finish 10” 
and give ourselves hope for the 

following day. Race 2 saw a much 

better start and accordingly a better 

finish, moving up to 5° place - a 

creditable result, we felt, particularly 

since ahead of us were the two racing 

boats. 

While the first two races saw light winds 

(in each case the start was postponed), 

Race 3 was sailed in winds gusting up 

to 30 knots. We had difficulties soon 

after the start with the blade, and one of 

our spinnaker drops left a lot to be 

desired, nevertheless our position as we 

approached the final leeward mark was 

satisfactory. This was due in part to one 

terrific leg where, with far more sail 

hoisted than a cruising man would think 

proper, we flew downwind at speeds 

touching 10 knots and more! A 

controlled gybe at the leeward mark 

was called for and executed; but the 

boom thought otherwise and cracked. 

Back at Warsash later in the afternoon, 

Bob looked his calculations and 

observed that the fitting of the 

mainsheet block had not been as 

specified. Selden sportingly agreed with 

this judgement and gave us a new 

boom, and we were back on the course 

the following day for Race 4. This time 

we got it right, upwind and downwind, 

and finished third, a podium position 

and a mention in the Daily Telegraph 

sporting results the following moming. 

Sadly we had to miss Races 5 and 6 

due to work commitments. Back in 

action in Race 7 we made our best start, 

hitting the line perfectly on starboard 

tack upwind of one or two of our main 

rivals; but unhappily the genoa halyard 

snapshackle chose this moment to 

break. Towards the back of the fleet at 

the first windward mark, we gradually 

picked up places and, although the 

course was shortened during the race, 

finished in 7” place. We were 

determined to get it together for the 8” 

and final race, but instead sat 

frustratingly for three hours close to the 

start line before the absence of any 

wind forced the Committee to cancel 

racing for the day. 

Taken overall, it was a wonderfully 

exciting week Racing conditions had 

shown up one or two weaknesses in the 

boat's rig, which Bob marked down for 

strengthening, and this, | hope, will be 

useful for all Victoria 38 owners. In 

general we had proved to ourselves, 

and to a number of surprised observers, 
that we were not just the prettiest boat 

in the class, but competitive with other 

cruisers. Hotwatch is fast upwind and 

points well. Downwind she is stable and 

has the capacity to carry substantial 

canvas in conditions where lighter 

continental boats are broaching around 

her. More surprisingly given her 

displacement, she has an ability to hold 

her own in light conditions. Alongside 

the qualities of Hotwatch goes the 

enthusiasm of the Victoria team, who 

made the week fun. It would be even 

more fun if next year there were more 

than one Victoria 38 competing! 
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PHOTOREPORT FROM EAST COAST EVENTS OF 
1998... 

Our thanks to Percy Ashton and ofher anonymous members for 

these .... 
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We have no description of the 
events, so suggest you devise 

Y our own captions... 
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LET ME INT! 

Peter Allen describes how he built an engine inspection hatch into 

Volante, his Victoria 800 

For owners of Victoria 800s, access to 

the stem gear and the rear of the 

engine is only possible by squeezing 

over the top of the engine. This is 

difficult, and impossible when the engine 

is running. As Volante had problems 

with a bad leak suspected as coming 

from the stern gland and as all previous 

attempts had failed to solve it, | was 

anxious to be able to observe what was 

happening when the engine was 

running and the shaft tuming. As | did 

not wish to spoil the yacht in any way, | 

gave a lot of thought to the matter. | 

also discussed the pros and cons with 

lots of people including Bob Hathaway 

of Victoria Yachts. After much 

deliberation, | concluded that a hatch in 

the cockpit floor was the only practical 

option. 

When designing the hatch, | stipulated 

that it should not in any way detract 

from: 

- the appearance of the teak- 

covered cockpit sole; 

- the strength of the vessel: or 

- the structural integrity and in 

particular the watertightness 

of the cockpit sole. 

To ensure that the hatch blended into 

the cockpit, the shape was a 

parallelogram, following the contours of 

the teak slats, although a square 

structure would have been much easier 

to construct. The blending in with the 

teak cockpit sole was enhanced further 

by using matching teak for all additional 

exterior wood. 

The strength of the vessel was ensured, 

frankly, by over engineering the hatch 

support, which was made from three 

inch square iroko (cheaper than teak but 

not visible in the finished article) shaped 

to fit the underside of the cockpit sole. 

This was then epoxied and through- 

bolted using 14 x 6mm stainless bolts, 

countersunk and pelleted into the teak 

cockpit sole. The hatch edge and 

surround were both lined with 1Omm 

teak with mitred comers. 

To achieve a watertight joint, the hatch 

was made with a lmm gap all round. 

Achieving this 1mm gap proved to be 

one of the most challenging parts of the 

project, but patience prevailed 

eventually. The significance of the 1mm 

gap is that, to ensure no ingress of 

water, the hatch is fitted with two 

neoprene seals. The main seal is a 

30mm wide, 5mm thick neoprene gasket 

onto which the hatch is securely bolted 

down. To avoid water sitting in the 

space above the main gasket, | routed 

out a 4mm groove, 2.5mm deep and 

10mm from the top edge, and fitted a 

5mm diameter neoprene ‘C’ ring in the 

groove using superglue. This proved to 

be remarkably easy to achieve, thanks 

to the marvel of superglue. 

The finished product is a watertight 

hatch held down securely by 8 x 6mm 

machine screws. Removal takes about 

10 minutes using 4 ‘jack up screws’. In 

addition to providing access to the 

gearbox and stern gear, the hatch has 
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also allowed me to improve engine The photographs below show the 

soundproofing by fitting a removable finished hatch. | would be pleased to 

plywood bulkhead (covered with supply full construction plans complete 

soundproofing material} in front of the with detailed diagram to any reader 

fuel tank. who may be interested 
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TURKEY IN A GALE 

Olive Hathaway of Bluebell of Warsash reports ... but not from the 

Eastem Med! 

We decided earlier in the year to have 

Christmas on the boat This was when 

the sun was shining and the breezes 

warm. The original plan was to try and 

get over to France. But right from the 

start Bob insisted that we would have a 

traditional Christmas dinner, with ALL the 

trimmings. | tried to point out that a 

turkey would not fit into a small boat 

oven and even if it did, there would be 

no room for roast potatoes, parsnips etc. 

But he was not to be moved. 

There were hilarious sessions in my 

butcher's shop, discussing the size and 

dimensions of turkeys, and how young 

you could snatch a turkey from its 

mother to be small enough to fit and still 

qualify as a turkey. Baking tin sizes were 

discussed, and all agreed that a turkey 

was not on. The butcher came up with 

the suggestion of a duck and Bob 

reluctantly agreed to this. My 

concession was to allow him to have 

Christmas Pudding on Christmas Day, as 

we were only having duck. | insist usually 

on having the pudding on Boxing Day 

with cold meat as it is all too much on 

Christmas Day. Perversely, | make a 

Summer Pudding, which gets lots of 

rude remarks but disappears very 

quickly. What could be nicer than 

raspberies from our own garden 

reminding us of summer in the middle of 

winter. 

As | was not sure if we would be having 

relatives to us at New Year, | ordered 

the aforesaid duck and a small turkey, 

with sausage meat and all the trimmings 

in readiness. | duly collected the birds 

on the Wednesday and Bob 

immediately got out his tape measure 

and declared triumphantly that it would 

fit, so the duck should go in the freezer. 

| had planned the operation in advance 

with prepared vegetables, steeped milk 

for the bread sauce and brandy butter 

for the pudding. So we were all set but | 

was very apprehensive because if the 

turkey did not fit, we would be having 

tinned steak and kidney emergency 

boat rations. 

All was set on the culinary front, but the 

weather was not We had realised for 

some time that France was not on. The 

days were short and the forecast poor. 

Our destination changed to Yarmouth 

on the Isle of Wight - not quite the same 

but pleasant enough. But come the 

week the forecast got worse. The tides 

were right for the aftemoon, and as the 

forecast for Thursday was worse than 

Wednesday, we went a day earlier than 

planned. It was raining and fairly 

choppy but we had a fast trip into a very 

deserted Yarmouth Harbour. There are 

new pontoons on the right as you tum 

into the harbour and we moored onto 

one of these. There was one other 

occupied boat and one empty boat, so 

just 2 visitors. 

We went aboard the other boat for 

drinks. It was 2 men who had chartered 

a boat for the holiday and were going 

to Poole. Then we went ashore for a 

meal at the fish restaurant the Rally used 

eariier in the year. For a long time we 

were the only diners there but we had 

another lovely meal, and then back to 
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were the only diners there but we had 

another lovely meal, and then back to 

the boat 

The forecast for the Thursday was good 

in the moming with a Force 7 gale in the 

aftemoon, so we took advantage of the 

moming for a walk to Shalfleet pub. It 

was raining when we had finished our 

meal so we caught the bus back - 4 

miles cost £1.50 each which seemed 

daylight robbery to me. We were pretty 

wet when we got back so a planned 

trip to the showers was cancelled, we 

would smell together. The forecast was 

getting worse but to our surprise the 

other boat had left for Poole, which 

would have been straight into a Force 7 

gale wind and sea. 

Christmas Day was everything they 

promised. | felt very sorry for the 

seagulls on the pontoon. But the turkey 

fitted and with a bit of juggling all the 

roast vegetables were cooked, the 

brussels sprouts and chestnuts, the 

bread sauce and the stuffing alll 

appeared, Bob cooked it all) And! 

can honestly say it was the best turkey 

and roast vegetables we have ever 

done. We had the Christmas Pudding - 

another family tradition assaulted, Bob's 

been dying to break that one for years. 

For information, seagulls are very partial 

to giblets. ft was no surprise when the 

charter boat retumed and as | knew 

that they only had tinned food on 

board, ! gave them some turkey which 

they were delighted with. 

We kept listening to the Coastguard 

and the forecast was even worse 

weather for Boxing Day, but with a lull 

ovemight. So we left at 10.00 p.m. 

when we could detact a lessening of the 

wind, and we had a surprisingly lovely 

motor sail back, with the wind and the 

tide behind us. It was a lovely starry 

night and the lights on the shore were 

most attractive. But someone should tell 

the Isle of Wight about Christmas - there 

was not one tree lit up, or any house 

decoration lights to be seen. It could 

have been any day. 

We got back to Haslar at about 1.00 

a.m. intent on mooring up, having a cup 

of tea and getting to bed, then home 

before the gale next day. Bob went 

ashore to connect up the electrics and | 

heard a desperate yell. | thought he 

had electrocuted himself and rushed out 

to find him hanging off the side of the 

boat In the dark he had missed his 

footing on the pontoon. | pulled him 

back so that he could get his bottom on 

the pontoon, but he was very cold and 

wet. What a way to end Christmas. 

Despite the traumas, we enjoyed 

ourselves and would do it again, but 

probably make sure we go to a Marina 

so that we can walk ashore if the 

weather is bad. But undoubtedly we 

would not have set off if we had not 

had a Pilot House. 
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BACK TO THE BALTIC 

Alan Donaldson concludes his detailed report of Tessera’'s 1996 

Baltic cruise 

GOTLAND - JUTLAND - CUXHAVEN. 

We left Visby on 7 August to sail across 

to a bay on the north-east coast of 

Oland, and on the way there was the 

(by now) traditional cross-Baltic 

dhobying session. We got to Oland by 

lunchtime, which led to a change of 

plan. We sailed down the channel 

between Oland and the mainland, 

intending to anchor for the night in the 

skargaérd somewhere south of 

Oskarhamn. We passed Bid Jungfrun by 

mid-aftemoon: it's an extraordinary 

island which looks like a snoozing 

dinosaur. The rock is pink at the 

waterline, and grey (or covered with 

grey lichen) above it There is low bare 

rock at the north end like a reptilian 

head with a fault in the rock for nostrils, 

and another fault for an eye with 

scrubby bushes above it for eyebrows. 

There is then a skinny grey neck covered 

with meagre vegetation like mangy fur, 

then a humpback covered with more 

mangy fur, and a broad tail at the south 

end. We anchored for the night in a 

most attractive litte bay. Pity about the 

mosquitoes, but it was a most wonderful 

sunset, in total calm. 

The next day was also fine and sunny; 

we left our anchorage at about 0630, 

and after a slow start, stitching our way 

through the islands to open water, we 

had a cracking reach down the 

Kalmarsund. The wind was just on the 

edge of whether it paid to cary the 

mainsail or not and for a while | was 

kept busy pulling the main up and down 

and throwing sail tiers overboard. We 

were off Kalmar at lunchtime, and sailed 

on until we reached Sandhamn, an odd 

litte fishing village on the south-east tip 

of Sweden. Despite a strong smell of fish 

and rotting seaweed we thoroughly 

enjoyed it We had come 75-odd miles 

in 12 hours - a wonderful day's sail in 

almost perfect conditions. 

We left Sandhamn and Sweden early 

next moming - sunny, clear skies and a 

brisk wind - to sail to Chrisiansa, about 

40 miles away off the north-east coast of 

Bomhoim and the most easterly point of 

Denmark. We anrrived.off the north of 

Christians@ by 1430, following (at a 

distance) a German sail-training ship. 

The bridge across the Sound (which is all 

of 50 metres wide} opened for her but 

not for us| So we had to go out again, 

sail round the island, and enter the 

Sound from the south, eventually 

mooring to the fish quay. This detour 

added al! of one mile to our joumey. 

The harbournaster told me, when he 

collected the harbour dues, that the 

bridge was opened for commercial 

traffic but not for yachts - hence the 

comment in The Baltic Sea that entry to 

the Sound is from the south: pity that the 

authors didn't give the reason, since the 

(admittedly) German chart seems to 

indicate that you can enter the Sound 

from either end. As we found, you can; 

you just can't get through! Christians 

and its little sister Frederiksa on the other 

side of the Sound are tiny, but most 

attractive islands. We explored them 

both after supper in the cool of the 
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evening. Christiansa is about 800m by 

400m,, and Frederiksa is about half that 

size. Together they comprise a living 

museum of a 17th.Century fort complete 

with guns; the fort had been built as an 

outpost against the Swedes. Facilities: 

one shop, one restaurant, one kiosk, no 

water or fuel, and landing of dogs and 

cats verboten. As we explored we came 

across some of the tamest wildlife we 

had ever seen, including a hedgehog 

who clearly thought that this was his 

island, and that we were trespassing. 

He sauntered by about six feet away 

from us. 

From Christiansa we motor-sailed in 

sunshine and not a lot of wind to Reanne 

on Bomholm, since we needed water 

and supplies. NerrekdGs Marina, where 

the yachts seem to go, is a nice enough 

place, but Ronne itself we found rather 

disappointing after Christiansa and 

Visby: maybe we had become spoiled. 

First stop, as is our custom in a new port, 

was the Tourist Informatie to pick up 

brochures and to find out what was 

going on and where. We got there just 

as they were closing for the weekend, 

and were lucky enough to get them to 

change Swedish Krone into Danish, all 

the banks being shut Then to the 

supermarket for supplies. There was, 

that evening, a most spectacular firework 

display to celebrate the end of the 

school holidays. Brenda had gone to 

bed early and emerged next moming to 

ask "What fireworks?” She had slept 

through the whole show, bangs and alll. 

It blew very hard that day, and we spent 

a lazy time making and mending. 

Dinner ashore that evening. When we 

asked the pretty young waitress what 

one dish was, she pointed two fingers 

up from her forehead and said "Animals 

with homs - not cow - lives in forest’ 

Venison, and very good it was. 

We felt no very great urge to explore 

Bomholm, though Hammerhavnen in the 

north-west of the island looked an 

attractive fishing harbour and 

anchorage overlooked by a ruined Slot 

possibly one could get water there, but 

nothing else, and a bus to Renne about 

once a week As the weather had 

moderated we set off downwind for 

Man, 75 miles away. A couple of hours 

later we picked up (in English) from a 

German VHF station a gale waming for 

our part of the Baltic. We looked at 

diversion plans, but there weren't too 

many options, so we carried on. The 

wind backed, and died a bit, leaving us 

on a dead run for our destination, 

Klintholm. Then, when we came to roll 

up the genoa, | found that there were 

four riding tums of the furling line on its 

drum. Half an hour's cursing and 

muttering on the foredeck, and | jabbed 

myself with the marlinspike only once 

before everything was free. Fortunately 

we had lots of sea-room and | leamed 

a valuable lesson. After all these 

excitements | thought we had eamed 

dinner ashore, but before we went 

ashore Brenda cooked six pieces of 

chicken which she feared might 

otherwise go off. We got back to the 

boat after dinner, and Brenda put the 

pieces of chicken on a plate in the 

galley ovemight to cool off. Next 

moming there were only two, and 

greasy marks on the teak in the cockpit 

Now why did the gull or whatever leave 

two pieces? 

We left Klintholm early on the moming of 

13 August, and had a fast reach down 

the south coast of Men to the entrance 

of the Gronsund where the wind was on 

the nose. After escaping from the 

shallows by Masren@ Bridge we unrolled 

the genoa once more, and had a very 

frisky sail north-west to Agerse and then 

up the Agersesund to Korse@r on the west 

coast of Sjaelland. The wind was a 

constant Fé, gusting well into F7, Betwith 
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Korser oen-the-west-coast of Siaelland Je 

¥ sac tFé-gusti 

weltinte-+7, but with a smooth sea; it 

was most exhilarating sailing. The only 

drawback was that we split the genoa, 

furling it to go into Korser. It's a naval 

base as well as a commercial harbour, 

and the Naw banged off a gun to tell 

us when to take our ensigns down. They 

banged off another gun next moming 

to tell us to put them up again. We left 

after refuelling and motored north-west 

under the Store Baelt Bridge which is 

being built to link Sjaelland and Fyn; it’s 

a most impressive piece of engineering 

and when this bridge and the one 

across The Sound to link Sjaelland and 

Sweden are completed there will be 

road and rail links from Gibraltar to 

Lapland. We had a close-up view of 

the engineering works (at times almost 
too close-up since the chartlet produced 

by the Korser marina was a bit 

haphazard) as we motored north. The 

day had started very misty, and though 

the sun came out and it became almost 

uncomfortably hot, there was no wind 

and visibility remained only moderate. 

We headed for Ballen on the east coast 

of Samsg. We arrived about mid- 

afternoon, and found the harbour pretty 

full even then. It got a lot fuller as the 

evening wore on! We had an excellent 

dinner on the patio of a hotel in town, 

much amused by a group at a nearby 

table who tumed out, as | discovered 

next day, to be a film crew. A nice place, 

Ballen. 

We thought that we ought to go to 

have a look at Jutland, so from Ballen 

we headed north for Ebeltoft through a 

short and unpleasant slop. It was a nice 

sunny day, but with the wind virtually on 

the nose, and not enough of it to drive 

Tessera through the sea. We reached 

Ebeltoft in time for a late lunch, and 

moored in what seemed to be the 

locals' marina, which had the 

advantage of being nearer to the town 

and the supermarket. It’s a nice little 

town of cobbled streets, half-timbered 

houses and roses. We saw over the 

1860s steam/sail warship Jylland, did a 

mega and expensive shop, restocked 

on Camping Gaz, and in the evening | 

went to see the Town Nightwatchmen, 

dressed in frock coats and canying pikes 

and candle-lit lantems, do their 

traditional parade round the old town, 

singing as they went It all ended up 

with a church service at about 2200, 

with hymn sheets printed in three 

languages; the words in each language 

fitted the music approximately. The 

pastor spoke English and seemed 

surprised when | thanked him for an 

interesting and memorable experience. 

There was no change in the weather 

next day: hot, sunny and windless. We 

headed south for Tune. The coastline 

was parched by drought and looked, as 

Brenda put it, "as if it had got mange’. 

The west coast of Samsa had a very 

odd hill formation; very steep coombes, 

relatively green pasture, and woodlands 

running down to the shore with ruler- 

straight boundaries as if someone had 

given the island a Mohican haircut. We 

reached Tuna in time for a late lunch 

and then went ashore to explore. The 

island's church, whose bell-tower does 

double duty as the island's lighthouse, 

was lukket (locked) but the village even 

on a very hot dusty afternoon was most 

attractive. The place reminded me very 

much of one of the Estonian islands we 

had visited two years before, but which 

one? Happily, by the time we were in 

desperate need the village store, which 

sold ice-creams, was un-lukket. We left 

Tung in mid-aftemoon and motored 

southward to anchor for the night in a 

bay northwest of Juelsminde on the 

Jutland coast - a pleasant though not 
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outstanding anchorage from which we 

watched the evening procession of 

yachts back into Juelsminde Marina at 

the end of what was presumably the 

equivalent of their Herm Run. 

The weather had changed by moming, 

and we awoke to a grey, chilly, overcast 

day. But still no wind as we pulled up 

the anchor and headed off south-west 

to Snaevringen Ford between the main 

Jutland coast and Fyn. By mid-moming 

the sun was making a determined effort 

to break through, and we stopped for 

lunch and groceries at Middlefart. The 

fish harbour is a nice litte (very little) 

harbour, granite walls, a few yacht 

mooring places but mostly fishing boats. 

We found a spare berth and went for a 

look round; another gem of a place, 

though the church here too was lukket 

Some gentle shopping and then lunch 

on a pub patio overlooking the fish 

harbour and the boats passing down 

the Sound. Suitably fed and watered, 

we climbed back on board and wafted 

gently south down this most attractive 

fiord to moor for the night at Ara. This 

harbour was described in the bilingual 

Danish marina guide as ‘Idyllische Insel 

mit ruhigem gemitlichen Hafenmilieu’. 

This sounded fun, even in our fractured 

German, and it would have been if the 

tiny harbour had not been crammed full: 

it was, after all, a fine summer's 

weekend. With some difficulty we rafted 

up to a small Danish boat, and went 

ashore to see what the idyllische Insel 

had to offer: a duck pond, reeds, 

mosquitoes, rich farmland and thatched 

houses. Also an early 20th, Century 

church which was not lukket, so in we 

went to find that it had been stripped 

bare: no pews, no pulpit, no altar, 

nothing - except for a large pot of paint 

Some of the Danish motorboaters had 

started to celebrate the weekend a mite 

early and far too enthusiastically. The 

prospect of their drunken singing and 

the mosquitoes led us to shift from our 

fairly precarious berth and to drop 

anchor outside the harbour and out of 

mosquito-flying range. It was a beautiful 

evening: sunny and dead calm, marred 

only for me by the need to rod through 

the outlet pipes from the gailey sink 

There was an aroma of drains for a 

From Area next moming on a hot and 

windless day with visibility impaired by a 

heat-haze. We reached Senderborg 

Bridge by late moming to be confronted 

by a flotilla of yachts waiting to go 

through to the south, and a ferry boat 

coming north. Mayhem. Then to add to 

the mayhem just south of the bridge was 

another ferry boat (going south) claiming 

that might was right, and a tug going 

north claiming ditto. We extricated 

ourselves without damage, hoisted main 

and genoa as there was by now a nice 

breeze, and set off up the Flensburg 

Fjord, down the middle of which runs the 

border between Denmark and 

Germany. The ferries between Flensburg 

and Senderborg seem mostly to be 

registered in Panama or Liberia, and 

they fly both German and Danish 

courtesy ensigns all the time; for our part, 

we flew the Danish flag going up the 

ford and the German one coming 

down. It was a wonderful sunny Sunday 

aftemoon, and as far as the eye could 

see the fjord was covered with sails, like 

a park lake in spring after a gale has 

blown down the chery blossom. it’s a 

beautiful fiord and we had a thoroughly 

enjoyable aftemoon sailing up it. It's 

about 15 miles long with a bend or two 

to make the views interesting, and along 

the banks and up the surrounding 

hillsides are pretty villages, woods, open 

farmland, and church spires. Also from 

time to time a powerful smell of cows! 

Flensburg itself is a naval training base, 

and as we sailed up the fjord we were 

greeted by a Kriegsmarine corvette 
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which dipped its ensign to us. | was 

eating a sandwich at the time, and | was 

so taken aback that | could do no more 

than grin and wave the sandwich at 

them. We found Flensburg rather 

disappointing after the beauty of the 

fiord. The seafront is pleasant, but the 

town behind it is modem Teutonic, and 

uninspired; presumably it was heavily 

bombed and badly restored in the 

1950s or 1960s. 

Our original intention had been to do a 

day trip by bus to Schleswig, since we 

didn't fancy sailing 20 miles up the Schlei 

River to go there and then 20 miles 

back, but it looked as though the only 

suitable bus was the 0630 express to 

Berlin and all of a sudden we didn't feel 

that keen on seeing Schleswig. 

Nevertheless, Brenda's Monday moming 

kip was disturbed by strange noises 

astem; she got up and found two 

fishermen in a rowing boat laying pots 

up and down the marina. Fortunately 

they left us a gap to get out A 

moming's shopping for the necessities of 

life was enough, and we left, feeling 

slightly disappointed by the place; 

maybe if we had gone there earlier in 

the voyage we would not have been. 

We motored down the Flensburg Fjord 

for a couple of hours or so against a 

brisk easterly and a lumpy sea, to stop 

for the night at a litte place called 

Lanballigau (sounds very Welsh) on the 

German side of the fjord. It's a tiny litte 

harbour, and mooring was interesting. 

Inevitably, all the wide boxes were taken 

up by litte boats, and the first box we 

tried was marginally narrower than 

Tessera. We extricated ourselves with 

difficulty and brute strength, did an eight 

point tum in the very restricted fairway 

and found somewhere a little wider. 

We left Lanballigau early next moming 

bound for the Holtenau Lock into the Kiel 

Canal. Its 9 miles from Langballigau to 

the Kalkgrund Light, and it took us over 

two hours, straight into the teeth of the 

wind and of one of the shortest, steepest 

seas it has been my misfortune to meet 

Even once we were round the Kalkgrund 

Light things didn’t get much better (the 

coastguard boat which came to have a 

look at us was making heavy going of it 

too), and it wasn't until we got off the 

Schlei estuary that we could bear away 

and really get going. We anmived off 

Holtenau by mid-aftemoon, refuelled, 

filled the water tanks, and were through 

the lock and into the Kiel Canal by 1630. 

Yachts are not allowed to travel down the 

conal after sunset, and there are a limited 

number of stopping places, so we 

anchored for the night in the Flemhuder 

See which is about 7 miles along the 

Canal from Holtenau and which we had 

reconnoitred on our way north at the 

beginning of June. It's a_ pleasant, 

wooded, anchorage and peaceful apart 

from the mosquitoes. Brenda swam, | had 

a shower in the cockpit, and as | sat on 

deck after supper enjoying the gloaming 

| was hailed by a German ketch nearby: 

"Guernsey" he shouted -that being all he 

could read on the lifebuoy - "See!" and he 

pointed out a huge white cruise liner 

ghosting silently past the entrance to the 

anchorage as she went down the canal. 

| got up next moming to find the crew of 

the German ketch skinny-dipping, she far 

more decoratively than he since she was 

about a third of his age and well under 

half his girth. We left them to it and 

motored off down the canal; on the way 

| made good use of the marker posts 

every half-kilometre to check the 

calibration of the log. It was now 

accurate again! We reached the 

Brunsbittel Lock at about 1530, and 

while we were waiting for the lock to 

open Brenda was amused to be asked 

by a German in a little black boat if we 

came there often. You meet some funny 

folk in locks; what an odd question for a 
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German to ask of a Brit in a German 

lock! It seemed that he wanted to get 

out of the Elbe, wondered if we knew 

our way to Cuxhaven, and could he 

please follow us? Brenda told him that 

we had been there twice two years 

before, and once this way on our way 

north, that we had no charts of the Elbe, 

and that if he wanted to follow us, fine, 

but at his risk. We were out of the 

Brunsbittel Lock by 1640, and then 

flogged down the Elbe against the 

{fortunately slackening} tide and into the 

gathering gloom, with our litte black 

boat following faithfully astem, until we 

moored thankfully in Cuxhaven Marina 

at about 2000, by which time it was well 

dark. We met our German ashore over 

dinner in the very hospitable Cuxhaven 

YC. 

CUXHAVEN - St. PETER PORT. 

When we left Cuxhaven at 0715 next 

moming there had been a definite 

change in the weather. We couldn't see 

400 yards. Perhaps unwisely, but having 

listened to the weather forecast which 

promised a fine day, we set off, 

accompanied by our faithful German 

shadow, and hopped from buoy to 

buoy down-river. We never quite lost 

sight of one before finding the next, and 

by keeping close to, but just outside, the 

main channel we were able to use the 

big ships as a guide to where the 

channel} would go next. This time it was 

Brenda's tum to see a seal - | don't know 

who was wider-eyed, she or it. What 

wind there was (not a lot, and mostly of 

our own making) was on the nose. After 

a while our German shadow took off 

slap across the shipping lanes headed, | 

suppose for Helgoland; we motored on 

south-west through what became a hot 

but very hazy day until we got to 

Nordemey, 66 miles and nearly 12 

hours after leaving Cuxhaven. The 

boat's name was still on the 

harbourmaster’s computer from nearly 

three months before. Mooring fees DM 

18.50, but an excellent dinner in the very 

friendly Norderney YC; it was well worth 

the visit. MacMillans' Almanac 

recommends not to use the Dovetief 

Channel into Nordemey, but on this 

voyage, both going north and coming 

south, we found it easier than the 

Sluchter channel. MacMillans is, 

however, quite right to wam against 

entry by either channel in the dark. 

To catch the tide next moming we had 

to leave at the wholly unsocial hour of 

0530, when it was still dark and we had 

no idea what the weather would bring. 

We waited 15 minutes, by which time 

there was enough light for a Muslim, if 

he was sharp-eyed, to distinguish a 

black thread from a white, and then cast 

off. As the day progressed it got sunnier 

and the (mainly) northerly wind got 

stronger and stronger. We were 

somewhere off Lauerscog in the Dutch 

Frisian Islands when the tide tumed 

against us, and the VHF started giving 

wamings of SE - SW winds F7 imminent 

Clearty time to look for cover. We dived 

into Lauwersoog on the last of the fair 

tide, refuelled, bought a chart (map?) of 

the Dutch canal system, and ended up 

at Dokkum for the night, after an 

interesting introduction to the Friesland 

Dutch canal toll system. The man in the 

Dutch bridgellock control hut has a long 

fishing rod, with a clog on the end of a 

bungee-cord. He swings it out, you 

catch the clog, and put the toll fee in. 

Fine, if you know the system, and have 

the right small change. We didn't at the 

first bridge, and were pursued down the 

towpath by a horde of small children, 

with me hurling coins onto the canal- 

bank until honour on both sides was 

satisfied. We moored in Dokkum just 

before the heavens opened. Passage 

planning or serendipity? 
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We explored Dokkum next moming on 

an early moming provision hunt. It’s an 

attractive little town with a splendid and 

noisy clock on its Town Hall: striking the 

hour took about five minutes and could 

be heard all over town, with a repeat 

performance at the half-hour. We were 

headed down the fixed-mast route 

which runs right down the Netherlands 

from Delfzijl to Viissingen, but first we 

had to get out of Dokkum, to do which 

we had to go through three bridges, 

each of which was operated by the 

same man. He opened the first bridge, 

we went through, he shut the bridge, 

locked up his hut, jumped on his bicycle, 

rode down the towpath to the next 

bridge which we had reached quite a 

long time before him, and then there 

wos a repeat... and at the next bridge, 

save that at this last bridge he flung out 

the clog at us. The Géta Kanal system 

was much better, but then the Swedes 

don't have so much road traffic, and 

maybe have more unemployed students 

in the summer. Nevertheless | wouldn't 

have thought it beyond the ingenuity of 

the Dutch to install a radio-controlled 

system with closed circuit television. One 

of the advantages of the slow progress 

was that we could admire, and listen to 

the creaking of, the various windmills en 

route. 

A German who we had met along the 

way suggested Sneek as a pleasant 

overnight stop. It had been a sunny day 

but blowing hard, F5 - Fé, and as we 

reached the Sneeker Meer (a piece of 

open water about 2 miles long and 1 

mile wide but mostly less than 2 metres 

deep) the wind began to scream and 

the sky went black. | said to Brenda “This 

could become damp" and with one 

flash of lightning God tumed the 

hosepipe on, there were gusts of 40 - 

45 knots, and visibility in the rain and 

sleet was virtually zero. There were 

boats running for cover everywhere, and 

we saw at least one capsize: happily a 

RIB got to her because we probably 

could not have done (the water being 

too shallow). Half an hour later the wind 

moderated, the sun came out, and we 

were going up the canal to Sneek, while 

a flotilla of small dinghies manned by St 

John's Ambulance cadets was being 

towed the other way on a jamboree. 

Just as well the squall hadn't come 

through then! We moored against a 

dusty quay. It wasn't as pleasant a place 

as Dokkum and had an even noisier 

Town Clock, but we had a very good 

dinner in a Greek restaurant after 

listening to the Sneek Musikfest in the 

main square. 

Sneek bakers, however, do not operate 

on Sundays. Breakfast was a bit spartan, 

and we carried on down the Prinses 

Margriet Kanaal towards the Usselmeer. 

It was still blowing very hard, and when 

we got to the end of the canal we were 

faced with a dilemma: did we go 

straight on and go out through the big 

ship lock directly into the Usselmeer, or 

did we branch off and go to Lemmer? 

All the other yachts were heading for 

Lemmer, which was just as well because 

the lock for commercial shipping doesn't 

operate on Sundays, and Lemmer is a 

very attractive little town with a tree-lined 

main street -the pavements are dry land 

and the thoroughfare is the canal. It also 

has a most omate and very noisy clock. 

We moored in the main street for lunch 

and to wait for the lock to open, and 

then had a most unpleasant trip across 

the Usselmeer to Enkuizen, bucking 

straight 
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into a filthy short steep sea and vicious 

rain squalls. The marina at Enkhuizen 

was full, so we dropped anchor off the 

Zuider Zee Museum on what tumed into 

a delightful evening in a peaceful bay 

with enough wind to keep the local 

mosquito population at bay. We 

discovered the drawback next moming 

when | raised the anchor to find it and 

the chain covered in a very thick, very 

black, and very sticky mud. We had 

another unpleasant moming driving into 

the sea and wind across the 

Markenmeer, but at least it didn't rain 

on us. We got to the Sixhaven Marina 

in time for a late lunch at which we 

finished the last of the (allegedly) duty- 

free wine we had bought at Holtenau. 

This meant an aftemoon trip to the local 

supermarket. Sixhaven - when it's not 

too full - is a most attractive place: tree- 

girt, quiet, right in the middle of 

Amsterdam, and all for £6.80 a night 

with electricity and fresh water thrown in. 

\ spent the next moming negotiating the 

Amsterdam hospital system to get a 

blood test, while Brenda went off to the 

local launderette, which was in the 

middle of a rather run-down red light 

district The proprietor was utterly camp. 

"Just leave the kit, dearie, and I'll have it 

washed, dried and folded for you." 

Nothing loth, Brenda did and retumed 

to Tessera to clean the boat, fill up with 

water, and cook a huge stewy soup to 

feed us when we went down the North 

Sea to Belgium and France. Then after 

we had collected the laundry we set off 

down the canal to Umuiden, where we 

fuelled up, had showers and an 

excellent meal in the marina restaurant 

in preparation for going out into the 

North Sea next moming. The weather, 

however, had other ideas. 

Our intention had been to leave 

Umuiden at 0630 next moming, 28 

August, so as to catch the south-running 

tide down the Dutch coast. At 0600 a 

massive thunderstorm erupted overhead 

with sheeting rain, and we delayed our 

departure. The British 0555 (0655 Dutch 

time} weather forecast was unbelievably 

awtul, as was the Dutch three day 

forecast, which we picked up from the 

marina office an hour tater. There was a 

rapid change of plans, and we decided 

to stick with the Dutch canals through to 

Viissingen. We bought some more 

canal charts, and headed back the way 

we had come along the Noordzee 

Kanaal, to tum off it after about 6 miles 

to go to Haarlem. First we had to wait 

to get through the lock at Umuiden; 

then, when we got to Spaamdam at 

1330 we found that the bridge there 

didn't open until 1930 hrs. We 

anchored in mid-canal, it rained, we 

were cheesed off. During the afternoon 

about another six yachts tumed up, all 

trying, like us, to get south in safety and 

all, like us, disenchanted by the bridge 

opening times. By the time we got to 

Haarlem it was nearly 2100, dark and 

pouring with rain. We followed a 

Hallberg Rassy into a quayside to moor 

for the night, and ran hard aground 3 

feet out from the quay. So much for the 

charted minimum 2m depth! The crew 

of the Hallberg tried to pull us in to the 

bank, failed and then very kindly 

unmoored their own boat, towed us off 

the mud, and then let us raft up 

alongside them for the night They were 

even more surprised than we were at 

the lack of depth. We gave them the last 

of our whisky, and went very thankiully 

to bed. tt had taken us over 10 hours 

to come 12 miles! 

Up early next moming to see something 

of Haarlem before the first opening of 

the next bridge, scheduled to be at 

0900. It’s a very pleasant country town, 

with yet another enormous Town Clock. 
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| don't know whether the Dutch burghers 

like being woken up every half hour, or 

whether they leam to sleep through the 

din. The convoy of yachts had been 

added to ovemight, and when the first 

bridge eventually opened, at 0915, the 

procession was headed by three large 

commercial barges and a pleasure 

steamer - commercial traffic takes 

precedence. There are a number of 

bridges in Haarlem, and as far as we 

could see their opening times were 

determined solely by when the 

operators got bored watching too many 

boats jostling for position in too litte 

space. However, once out of the town 

the convoy wended its way slowly south 

with us somewhere toward the back 

The canal was a pretty one, and the 

Dutch housing shortage was solved by 

mooring along the banks masses of 

houseboats, some with basement 

windows perilously close to the 

waterline. The houses on the other side 

of the dykes were mostly well below the 

level of the canal, and we frequently 

looked straight from our cockpit into a 

first-floor window. The houses lining the 

canal bank also had a peculiarly Dutch 

dilemma. Does one's sitting room face 

the street in approved Dutch fashion, or 

does it face the canal? Every house 

seemed to have its own piece of canal 

bank and its own mooring. And 

everywhere there were herons. As we 

waited at Cruquius for the bridge to 

open, an American who had joined the 

convoy came running along the 

towpath to ask us: "Say, is that cross on 

your flag the cross of St George?" | told 

him no, and | explained about Duke 

William and the Channel islands’ 

Norman ancestry, but | don't think he 

believed me. We eventually arrived, in 

the late afternoon, at Gouda Railway 

Bridge, having covered all of 28 miles 

(but better than the previous day: we 

began to realise why the Dutch have 

such phlegmatic characters). The bridge 

opened at 2144 or at 0627 the next 
day. We opted for the latter (a good 
decision, as it tumed out), and went for 
a walk through the fields on an abortive 
hunt for a bank and foodshops. Not 
long after our retum to the boat the 

heavens opened and 

the torrential rain started flooding 

through the hatch over the 

companionway; evidently a gasket had 
given way where the electrical wiring 

went through. For the rest of the 

evening we tipped over strategically 
placed bows, soggy tea-towels and the 

like. Neither the rain, nor the dark, nor 

the railway bridge stopped the 

procession of huge barges, and Brenda 

had a rather disturbed night wondering 
when one of these behemoths was 
going to misjudge things and crush us 

against the pilings to which we were 

moored. 

It was still raining at 0600 next moming, 

though not nearly as heavily as 

overnight The weather forecast, 
however, was still of unrelieved 
awtulness. The railway bridge opened 
promptly but briefly, and this was a time 

when it paid to be at the front of the 

queue of disconsolate Dutch yachts all 

heading south, all stuck in the canals to 

avoid the gales, and mostly even tess 

clued up than we were about bridge 

Opening times and other such important 

things. The further south we got, the 

more industrialised the banks of the 

canal became; ship-breakers' yards, 

factories {one built in the shape of a ship 

and painted to match), cranes, scrap 

metal merchants, car breakers and all 

manner of industrial tat And in the 

middle of this squalor we came across a 

string of Sea Scouts' rowing boats called 

"Mayday’, "Disaster’, "Crisis", and 

‘Titanic’, There were others whose 

names | have forgotten. 
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One advantage of the delays inherent 

in the Dutch bridge-opening system was 

that we got quite pally with the crews on 

a number of other boats in the convoy, 

and since we couldn't understand what 

the ANWB Almanak Watertoerisme (that 

fount of all wisdom about the canals) 

said about the opening times of the 

railway bridge at Dordrecht we could 

take advice: it was Friday and we 

needed to get to a bank before the 

weekend and to buy some food. None 

of the people we asked could 

understand the Almanak either, and 

they could read Dutch! We nearly ran a 

sweepstake on the result, but in the 

event it didn't matter. When we got to 

Dordrecht we found that the bridge had 

broken down and couldn't be opened. 

There were a couple of River Police 

boats charging about telling everyone 

‘no go’, the bridge's VHF channel was 

overloaded with enquiries, repair vans 

clustered round the bridge mechanism 

like a swam of wasps, big barges were 

stranded in the middle of the canal (one 

of Holland's arterial waterwoys) and 

yachts were tied up in the most unlikely 

places. There were even police sirens 

and a helicopter. Clearly a Dutch crisis 

was happening. A police launch 

shepherded us into the uncomfortably 

wash-swept layby berth of one of 

Dordrecht's yacht marinas, where our 

convoy was rafted up three deep. 

When we leamed that the bridge would 

not open before 1400, | shot ashore to 

get money and to shop, leaving Brenda 

on board to tidy up and to move 

Tessera if need be. When | retumed | 

found that an impromptu party had 

started while everyone walted for news 

about the bridge's health. The charming 

Dutch couple on Desirée, with whom we 

had struck up an acquaintanceship, 

suggested that as a foreigner | should 

call up Dordrecht Traffic Control to find 

out, as they were more likely to reply to 

me than to one of their own nationals. 

So a languid Oxford accent asked the 

questions and | eventually got an almost 

incomprehensible reply in fractured 

English. Desirée collapsed in giggles. 

To fill in the time until the bridge was 

mended | took the companionway 

hatch to pieces and filled in the leak. 

The bridge eventually opened at about 

2100, but with no guarantee that it 

would work the following day. The crew 

of Desirée were anxious to get back to 

their home port of Noordschans - it was 

the end of their holiday - and we had 

no wish to be stuck in Dordrecht for the 

weekend. They offered to guide us 

through the darkness to Noordschans, 

and we accepted gratefully. The 

industrialised parts of the canals are not 

pretty by day, but at night they have an 

almost fairyland quality with twinkling 

lights everywhere. Just before 

Noordschans we passed an incredible 

sight - about half a mile of lights, mostly 

white but some red, some festooned like 

battlements, some reaching up into the 

sky like towers or spires: Cinderella's 

castle indeed. We reached 

Noordschans about 2315 and the 

couple from Desirée came on board 

with some local and very fiery hooch. 

We opened up some South African red 

wine and we all had a wonderful party 

for a couple of hours. 

A supreme effort of will got us up next 

moming early and we discovered the 

truth about Cinderella's castle: it was a 

chemical works. But industrialisation 

gave way to beautiful countryside as we 

sailed past Willemstad, which looked 

most attractive from the water, and 

down the Volkerak on a sparkling day. 

It was Dutch countryside almost at its 

best: cows in the meadows, thatched 

houses, church spires, windmills, the lot 

The sun shone, the wind blew and we 

had a splendid time. We got through 
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the Krammersluis just before the lock- 

keepers’ lunch break, so we took the 

hint and stopped for lunch ourselves, 

and then on down the Oosterschelde, 

skirting the sandbanks, to the 

wonderfully named Zandkreeksluis {lots 

of zand, and a kite-flying competition to 

watch as we waited for the lock). The 

Veerse Meer was beautiful, a lake full of 

litte islands, herons, oyster catchers and 

all manner of other birds. We had a 

most enjoyable sail along it and got to 

Veere about 1830. Veere is marvellous: 

a large church (hideous), a huge and 

very beautiful Town Hall, an attractive 

quay with the town on one side and 

fields on the other, cobbles, quaint 

cottages and houses, a village green, 

playground and statues. Its drawback is 

a tiny and very crowded harbour. 

Somehow we squeezed ourselves in 

and moored virtually undemeath the 

Town Hall, with a British boat from the 

Orwell and a Dutch boat between us 

and the quay. The Town Halll is a lovely 

old building with so many statues in 

niches on its walls that it was reminiscent 

of Wells Cathedral, a graceful spire, and 

beneath that a carillon of bells. Brenda 

eyed the bells and remarked to our 

British neighbour that her bet was on a 

long tune and lots of chimes on the 

hour, and a short tune and one chime 

on the half-hour, if he heard a scream at 

3 a.m. it would only be her being driven 

mad by the bells. We left the Doubting 

Thomas, and went off for a mooch 

round town and to eat ashore. The 

mooch was fun and dinner delicious. At 

5 a.m. Brenda was woken by a 

prolonged peal of bells, at 5.30 by a 

lesser peal, at 6 a.m. by a repeat molto 

spiritoso of 5 a.m. and so on. At 7.30 

she went on deck and saw our 

neighbour looking very short of sleep; 

he said he had heard every last bell all 

night, and had been disappointed to 

hear no screams. 

Charming though Veere was, one 

night's broken sleep was enough, and 

0800 on Sunday, 1 September saw us 

setting off down the canal to Viissingen. 

We were through Vlissengen lock and 

out into the big wide ocean (or so the 
North Sea seemed) by 1115. We tried 

to sail for a while in very litte wind, but 

gave it up as a bad job so as not to 

lose the tide, and motored down the 

coast. We were off Zeebrugge by 

1400, and moored for the night at 

Nieuwpoort in the harbour of the Royal 

Yacht Club of Nieuwpoort, whose 

members were most friendly and 

hospitable; they scunied round to find us 

an empty mooring for the night, made 

us welcome in their Clubhouse where 

we had a splendid dinner on Visa since 

we had no Belgian francs, and 

accepted payment of the mooring fees 

in Dutch guilders. At last we had a real 

reason to fly our Belgian courtesy 

ensign! Quite by chance we met in the 

Clubhouse a couple from Jersey who 

had taken their Grand Banks motor 

cruiser on a rally to the Lofoten Islands 

and were on their way home. We were 

horrified to hear that their boat 

averaged two miles to the gallon; even 

though Statoil in Norway gave them a 

discounted price for fuel their bunkerage 

bills must have been stratospheric. 

We left Nieuwpoort with some regret 

next moming at 0700 to catch the tide 

down channel. Alas, the wind was 

dead on the nose, and if we were not to 

miss the tidal gate at Cap Gris Nez we 

had no option but to motor sail; the 

weather was very unsettled, and we 

thought we had better get home while 

we could. We just about made it to 

Calais before the tide tumed [the log 

reads:"Feny-dodging time again, nasty 

big seas.’) and then flogged the 20-odd 
miles down to Boulogne against an 

increasingly strong tide. A shopping trip 
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to the supermarché and a plateau de 

fruits de mer in a quayside restaurant 

rounded off the day nicely. In the 

restaurant we met a couple of Brits living 

in Switzerland, working in England, and 

with a hazy and eccentric view of UK 

tax. | gave them some sound and 

cautious advice: they paid the drinks bill. 

| think | got the better of the deal, since | 

am sure they won't have taken my 

advice, even if they remembered it. 

We had intended to leave early next 

moming, but overslept and didn't leave 

until 0710. There was no wind, and it 

was pretty misty, but we had a fair tide 

under us. By early afternoon we had 

lost the tide but had found a NE F3 - 4. 

By evening the wind had built up to a 

Fé, virtually a dead run to Cherbourg 

where we would have to put in to wait 

for a fair tide. There was quite a sea 

running, Big George couldn't cope, and 

so we had some interesting downwind 

sailing, steering by hand in the dark on 

starboard gybe. The wind gradually 

veered, until by midnight we were 

running by the lee against a foul tide. 

Either we hauled our wind a bit, and 

ended up in the shipping lanes and 

going the wrong way down, or we 

gybed and headed inshore to Barfleur. 

Neither appealed, and so we wound in 

the genoa and put on the engine. We 

reached Cherbourg and tied up 

thankfully in the Chantereyne marina at 

0620 hrs., 23 hours and 150 miles after 

leaving Boulogne. Straight into our 

bunks for some well-earned kip. Three 

hours later, tap tap tap on the 

coachroof - it was the marina staff 

demanding money. | sent them away 

with a promise to pay later at the 

marina office. When | told the marina 

office that we had arrived at 0620 and 

were leaving at 1400 hrs, they waived 

the mooring fees; strictly speaking, you 

can moor free for only six hours but the 

lass in the office must have felt sorry for 

us. We left to find that the NE wind was 

still blowing hard ( Fé with gusts to 35 

knots), and we had a frisky sail home to 

St Peter Port, about which the log 

records litte and | remember less. We 

arrived off the marina entrance at 1935 

BST, too soon to get in, and with some 

difficulty picked up the layby buoy 

outside. We tidied up the boat, and 

waited for a couple of hours for the tide 

to rise and let us into the marina. At last 

we could go in; it was dark and we 

were very tired. Why did the guy to 

whom | had lent my marina berth until 

the end of August still have his boat in 

there? We were not at all amused. 
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The Harbour Marine Company 
incorporating Hamble Yacht Brokers 

Printed colour covers for a number of issues of Waterlines 

were passed to us on taking over editorship and we still 
have to hand stocks of artwork, sufficient for this issue and 

perhaps one more. That being so, it is difficult to reflect 

changes in advertising material submitted in between 

printing runs. 

We would like therefore to draw to your attention that Steve 

Constable's advertisement on the inside back cover should 

now reflect the style shown (apologies for the quality of our 

scanning! - Ed) 

Address and contact numbers are unchanged. 

  

  

Ted Moss has been refitting his Victoria 34 Copper Cream and, as a result, 
is offering for sale the following items: 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Interested? Then phone Ted on 0117 950 7530 

SL Anchorman (manual) with teak plinth and chain pipe 

Proctor telescopic pole 

Quick-step mast ladder, size 3 ~ 16 metre, suitable for Proctor 

mast groove; could be modified for other grooves 

Plastimo demountable boarding ladder with two pairs of toe rail 
fittings 

Lewmar model 8 single speed winch, matt black finish 

Mainsail with two slab reefs, suitable as spare for Proctor mast.   
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Every detail designed to work hard. 

Because you play hard. 

Furlex Headsail Reefing 

Single-Line-Reefing Booms 

Furlex Main retro mainsail reefing 

RCB full batten track & cars 

In-Mast Furlin’ spars 

Classic Masts systems 

Fixed and Telescopic Poles 

Gas Rod Kickers 

Local Sales & Service 

20 UK Centres 

500 Outlets Globaley 

Formally KEMP Masts 

—| © SELDEN 
Seldén Masts Lid, St Margarets Lane, Titchfield, Farebam, Hampshire PO14 4BG, England 

Tel +44 (0)1329 841900. Fax +44 (0)1329 847052. e-mail selden.ltd@dial pipe.com Internet wwiiseldenmast.com 

  

      
  

  

HAMBLE YACHT BROKERS 
The Harbour Marine Co, Universal Marina, Sarisbury, Southampton, Hampshire SO31 7ZN 

Specialists in the brokerage sale of VICTORIA YACHTS 

82 examples sold since 1988 
and still a list of buyers waiting good examples 

VICTORIA YACHTS 
In the classic mould. 

/\ 

  
    

Advice on * buying/selling * valuation + insurance * finance » surveys 

* delivery (road or sea) * even moorings 

Selling? (no sale no fee) Buying? Call us for details 

ret. Telephone 01489 885430 
INDUSTRIES 
FEDERATION Fax 01489 886600 Mobile 0802 709336     
  

 



PANTAENIUS YACHT INSURANCE ENQUIRY SCHEME COUPON 

First: Narn... ccc cece cecscesceteessesseessseseesesesesceseseeeetes SUITIAIM Coo ceceecccccecsessesesseessesesccsesssutscsscessesesesesarsvestessssvecseates CAN 2 ‘ 5 OOO 

AMM rOSS.. ce cesessessnesessecencsncecesassesseressesessusesessessneensseeenseesnnsssseseceseentsscsssesesseneenesassantonessessusasaesenseenereseesieeetsntenes YACHT OWNERS 

se ceseeenecaresseaenareerecreaesneeneerecserseresbenessatsaeenessnasesen tenteneenenntenre Tel/Fax. ss eeseeeceeeeteeseeeseeeeneeseseensanessaceavessesaretenteeineenetanesnanaters ALL BE WRONG? 

Name. cece recseecceeemesseneesens Year Built... ee Country of Registration... cesses Pantaenius is one of Europe’s largest 

‘ ; Yacht Insurance Brokers and has arranged cover 
BUI ere eeessseeeseessseessseeeeneeesnnes Modell Ty pei... scccscsscsscoecssnssansvereniss Material... cesses : ore ’ 

for yachts of all sizes sailing the world’s oceans 

Ko). MOtO Fi sssssssesereneeintenensonen HP cscscssssssntntesenese Max Speedesssccsssctssininsanen under more than 35 flags. 

How long have you had continual yacht insurance COVER? ecceccceessssessseseeseessssseesvescesescnseesetecsnecenneceearecssess Discover as so many others, the securing comfort 
of this comprehensive insurance scheme and our 

Is the vessel offered for charter?..u.0. Cruising Area... csccscscssessrecsncssstesaeecsseessstesnrecnaeenseeesnseesss proficient customer service created and run by 

yachtsmen for yachtsmen. 

Fill in the enquiry coupon for your personal quote 
Total fixed value including personal effects Coo... cceecssssseecssecssseersessesnsersueerseesssnessssecanieessessssnmsnenssserssesssastrees and all the details of the 

Pantaenius Yacht Insurance Scheme. 
Have you had any claims in the last fOUr y@ars? a... cscs ceeresstesseeesreenieeseeseetesnesseecsssnsesiesssesscseeesecsnicnsees 

If sopwhen/details..............ceccseecssesessereseeecssssesssesssnseesmerseessssecsssersssensssiersuserssiessueecsserssssesssecesarseanaresuecrsereconneeeneessaneessees 

PANTAENIUS UK Ltd 
REGISTERED INSURANCE BROKERS 

Marine Building, 

Queen Anne’s Battery, 

Plymouth, Devon, PL4 O0LP 

SEPARATE THIRD PARTY LIABILITY INSURANCE 

Personal injury and property damage £500,00 £1,000,000 *please circle amount required. 

Renewal Date of existing policy....sssssssesersssssussssesesusscassesseunsassessssssessesessesteecesstsnsesceunsanesenstinssnstsaeissnesesiesee Tel: 01752 223656 Fax: 01752 223637 
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Moody's Marina, Swanwick, Southampton S03! 7ZL. “Just 5 minutes walk from the Marina 01705 
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